
I want to thank Cornelius, Vanz and all  who participated in 
making this booklet possible. I see many barriers amongst 
ourselves and know words have the ability to dissolve those 
walls. 
 
Words make things possible, allow us to believe, transform 
our thoughts and enrich our soul. 
 
                             Words are necessary. 
 
       Share these words with others and start an evolution. 
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"words are not so important 

as to be vaulted away, nor 

are they worthless enough 

to throw away, so we give 

them away"  

                 -DP- 

Breadcrumbs 

 

it became too muddled 

too ego centered 

rather than heart felt. 

I promise not to go that way. 

I promise to stay at home 

and not head to the big city. 

 

in “sophistication” we think 

the heart and things to do with the heart 

are silly and pointless. 

but ah, friend, these are the things that really matter, 

that give hope, that take away the sting of the vicious 

businessman, or the opportunist pig. 

 

so bring back the sunset, bring back the open road 

bring back sprawling on the living room floor 

writing poetry and drawing pictures. 

bring back the innocence of the dream and the optimism 

of making a difference. 

 

 By: Michael Meraz 



stand naked and lying 
  
patiently 
I wait for scissors 
and cups 
  
it’s kindergarten 
what is the purpose of blocks? 
or sand? 
  
kids 
play in the alley 
my brown lace-up shoes are heavy 
  
tomorrow 
a snow hurricane 
will bury our words 
  
lines 
on the staircase 
why do children laugh? 
  
Sunday 
I stare at the locks 
and write: 
  
I showed him the way out 
he never listens 
the locks jam 
as he waits 
for me to return 
and release him 
  
I bring my own scissors 
to the stage, please 
cut off my clothes 
  
sirens end performance 
poets stand naked and lying 
I wait for the cups 
  
By: Puma Perl 

The Near Fatal Recognition Of… 

 

what lies beneath your own sighs. yearning for women that do not respond or do 

not reflect your feelings. an immobile bruise. seeks neither to bury itself or evapo-

rate/distill/ascend/whatever wounds that honor the continuity of time do when they 

realize healing may lend strength to the weak. sorry to all, apologies all around. the 

smiles are scarce these days, the trust is gratuitous and gruesome: thrown in all 

directions in an ambivalent attempt to reserve the will to live. the will to live, just 

another figment, another set of words. if it were self-evident, the issue would not 

be having faith in the living or pursuing one's own fulfillment, but rather the discov-

ery of methods most likely to ensure fulfillment. the alternative to this utopia, the 

only dissonant, valueless facade we can will suffering for is that which engenders 

peril from purity and bewilderment from clarity. is it too much to ask to be acknowl-

edge? i'd rather be a mole on her asscheek. I'd rather unite incontrovertibly with 

the lips she pours compliments to other men from. to shrink myself to half the size 

of a single synaptic chasm, and catch an impulse of hers with bare hands. hold it 

with me until i evaporate/dissolve/descend/whatever suppressed favorites do when 

they realize reemerging is a whole and a half of the beauty of nostalgia. do it. and 

then do it again, because love is to be sought, fought for, reached, captured, and 

mangled until malignancy becomes sovereign state of your hellhold for two. cry out 

from below, the only place she cannot be removed from. it is her passions that will 

sew your death certificate: the document will be of wool and some other man's, 

whom she compliments, semen will glue rice to build the letters. it will read like a 

yeats poem. your dirt will read like a earthly trophy; proof god exists and weeds out 

the weak. and i will evaporate/dissipate/burn to ash by the fuel of continuity/

whatever young, wound up spirited men do when their lover decides elsewhere to 

spawn love. 2 more arms, much stronger. 2 more legs, much firmer, 1 dick, much 

more fervor, 1 mind, much smarter. out done, out done, out done. 

 By Christopher Anodyne 



I Hadn’t Heard That 

 

Uncle Bob, sitting stiffly in the dimming of a September night, tells me about his rescue, at 

seventeen, from the U.S.S. Utah at Pearl Harbor, the broken back misdiagnosed for two 

years as kidney stones; his four wives; how sons Kenny Pat and Terry, who had polio, were 

abandoned by their mother; how much he misses his last wife, Rocky, dead since March of 

cancer, who’d married him even after he’d remodeled her kitchen without asking her. 

 

When we met he said, 

“I’m not the asshole 

they all make me out to be.” 

 By Lisa O’Hara 

NITE-LIFE 

 

i always know 

life 

is about 

 

to throw  

me some 

curve 

 

after waking 

up to  

the tag 

 

from 

the 

top sheet 

 

tickling 

my 

nose... 

 

these are days 

i can't wait 

to begin  

 By  Olive McCoy Davis 

too big this time but too tight once more, too velveteen 

but matching the scarf around her sweaty neck 

matching the heat of the sun at noon. 

 

The coat was a stand alone piece. 

 

The huge and cheap replica of a fancy necklace 

 

How is it possible to create a replica of a replica 

of something that was ugly from the original? 

 

I started to sweat with her... 

empathy sweat of conscious suffocation. 

I hoped for her to get a taxi quickly. 

 

Her black platform pumps deserved some rest. 

 

~*~ 

 

The printed eyes over his t-shirt are staring at me 

though his own are lost and he cannot find mine. 

 

Elmo is a natural when it comes to meet new friends. 

 

I try hard to find bits of life in those eyes 

But he's gone 

only Elmo is still smiling. 

 

Nice t-shirt, kid. 

 

If I could slap you I would; 

life is beautiful 

especially when you're alive. 

 

~*~ 

 

The humidity of this day was unbearable, 

I sat over a metal bar next to the bus stop to wait. 

I don't know why I keep doing that. 

 

It hurts. 

 

Not a familiar face yet all are the same. 

 

The bus is here. 

I want to go home. 

 By Alba Hernandez 



Painting On The Bus 
 
I sit over a metal bar next to the bus stop to wait; 
students walk by as if they are ants 
inside one of those ant farms, 

 

Never stopping, 

 

Sometimes they go so fast that they look blurred. 

 

Some of them determined, 

others don't know where they are going  

you can see that over their faces, 

you can feel it and smell it. 

 

I always disliked the smell of crowds. 

 

~*~ 

 

The red pants, they are too tight...too tight... 

I thought it was hard to breath 

despite somebody else was wearing them. 

 

Too tight, 

Oh my God! 

 

Too damn tight even for somebody that size. 

He walked by as if he was dressed by D&G 

but Lycra doesn't fall into that category. 

 

I won't forget the painful sight. 

 

Too red for a hot day in March. 

 

Too tight for any season. 

 

~*~ 

 

The woman was in a hurry, 

I would have been as well 

if I was wearing that faux fur coat 

I wouldn't have paid a dime for it 

and to be honest 

I don't think she paid more than that... 

maybe somebody paid her to take it away 

she forgot to throw it away. 

 

So scandalous; 

it took a while for me to notice there were red pants involved again... 

Untitled 

plated in flesh 

are these bones 

catacombs carved by pious waters 

landscapes of Self 

broad as the Pacific 

pure as sunshine 

threatening to hemorrhage 

in every moment 

contained only 

by proper baptisms 

in the searing fluids 

of what is true 

 

the same truth 

i know the breeze to be 

the nexus of human animals 

 

the flowing umbilical 

 

the mass fusion 

of what sparks 

just beneath our skulls 

 

i have inhaled 

what you have exhaled 

 

it is carried to me 

in breeze 

no matter where you stand 

on the skin of this sphere 

and draw your breath 

and empty your chest 

 

in this 

i lay in whole 

the body of my faith 

 By Cornelius Bent 



A Kodacolor Snapshot Fades Slowly 

Young girls taught obedience, 

and etiquette, and proper posture; 

each tea cup held delicately in the correct way-- 

taught to smile pleasantly and to keep 

their shadows tucked neatly beneath them, 

to keep their private screams deep 

in the bowels of their strong bodies-- 

as though pink innocence could be packaged 

as easily as icing on a cake. 

 

This staccato static noise beat the air with a vocabulary  

that made my flesh grow weary, bars of music  

I was forced to play for that stamp of Approval. 

Even with my grandfather's compass i was lost  

for too many years in this maze called Expectations.  

 

The screechings are quiet now 

but still silently wait  

to play their tunes across the bones of my spine. 

I am not a xylophone, 

I do not wish to play their tune any more, that music 

that beat up and down, 

beat up and down against the raw cartilage  

of my own personal song. 

That song I was born to hum--- 

 

The song I hummed as a child roaming luscious green fields, 

lifting my sound into the clouds, and the sky, and the sun. 

The song I hummed into grasshoppers pressing  

their strong legs against the palm of my small-cupped hand,  

as I chased the long raw darkness of my mother's house 

out of my body and into the wind. 

 By Peggy Larson 

The Kitty Saloon 

When everyone’s sleeping  

And no one’s about  

It’s time for the cats  

To party and dance  

At the kitty saloon  

Where there’s plenty of catnip  

And plenty of snacks  

They roll and they yowl  

As the night goes on  

They get really crazy  

Until they hear humans  

Stirring about  

In a flash they go home  

To sleep perhaps dream  

Of another great night  

At the kitty saloon.  

By: Katley Brown 

Aristotle's "Poetics" 

 

Sits on the porcelain mantel 
of the Koreatown apartment 

I still occupy in my mind 

 

By : J deSalvo 



Oscillation 

 

Pulsating rhythmic vibrations across the Nation 

Greetings and salutations from the earth 

 

old things pass away 

to make room for the new birth 

 

Shhh...be still and listen 

There is only one great commission 

 

Love one another 

 By Sonya Hubbard 

Summer 

 

priapismic yucca 

explode across the plains 

leaning left and right and back 

from the weight of winter’s wrath 

hands in my hair 

still unused to its short weight 

i lean too, lean to, lean two 

feet west of where i ought to be 

and smile for you are with me, 

crouching in the dust 

squinting through the grass 

my silent silver lion 

stalking his next 

                             best shot 

 By  Stephanie Rogers 



100 m.p.h. 

I can look you square in the eye, tell you 

that I love you and mean it like 

my first complete sentence. 

Brick houses are not built for flinching. 

 

I win staring contests. 

Play chicken 'til someone crashes. 

Keep a gas pedal in my breast pocket 

and weave crime scene tape through each belt loop. 

 

He said "I'm surprised you're single", I laughed 

"it takes a lot of hard work and practice", he tugged 

at my hanging heart string, not expecting me to 

unravel entirely into his hands. 

 

Filled his stunned-open mouth with 

kerosene kisses, traces of 

flags both white and checkered 

leaping from the flames. 

 

I was born without brakes 

indifference is too much like standing still 

mild manners are a mask this mouth has never mastered, 

swallowing miles of road as a sideshow trick. 

 By Suzie Q Smith 

A Ride 

 

Smother me, my dear, with your wicked kisses 

Set the sweet girl free 

Passion flourishes from deep within 

Can you not hear the dark evil cry 

Look into those eyes, for what is it you see 

 

Sunshine & Rainbows 

Picket ---- Daisy 

 

Thunder & Rain 

Barbed Wire --- Bondage 

 

Fences ----- Chains 

 

Is it heaven or is it hell 

Confusion comes easily 

Haha, thoughts abit deranged 

Easily amused, quickly distracted 

A life once sane ~ 

Losing all momentum to catch up again 

 

You decide, I'll take the ride 

Slave to desire, hearts on fire 

Nothing to gain, nor to lose 

Branded, owned, leave me alone 

A claim to fame 

No way, my dear, for it's just a game 

 

Vicious circle, round & round 

 

Ready now 

 

Ohhhhh, such a long, long, ride! 

By Robyn Lee 



What a Blunderful World 
 
It's a kind of madness 
these words I spew from 
pen to page, not always 
in rage, sometimes I feel 
so much at peace, i think 
I am almost dead. 
We all root for our own 
but some they want to uproot 
their own, for why, more space? 
The world ain't big enough 
for the all of us, so they 
call on us to step aside 
while they open their mouths 
wide, and gobble their greed 
whole, while we starve from need. 
So you plant a new seed in the 
barren ground, and wait 
for it to grow, but before you 
know it, the heavens will have sent 
another mal intent towards 
our survival and we wonder 
whether our arrival here was totally 
misspent. 
  
By Fiona Clements 

Freedom Tastes Like 

and I'm 

off... 

 

turning past the awful 

I slide, first face, 

I see 

the crimson 

slithering up, then in and on 

to remove the doubt 

short term memory gain 

for now is ok 

 

two steps to stop 

and I am not me again 

pain washes under the frost 

as the heat rushes to save 

freedom tastes like...ether 

 

there is a numbness on top 

held by this pathetic minion 

doing the dirty work, for me 

 

if I were me, I'd do it for me too 

 

wide awake now, 

I yawn at the past 

you are nothing 

and in the nothing  

I can be 

 

blessed is the fool that forgets 

By David Parham 



Dirtiest of Creatures 
 
Some men start revolutions 
some men start families 
just to keep their hands busy. 
They believe in platinum credit, big white teeth 
highways, neck ties and cigars. 
Mother nature wears an endangered species dress 
it hugs her curves and sweeps the earth 
they pull it over her head and fuck her in the ass 
leave her in the gutter naked and torn. 
They cross lines like war photographers 
snap photos in foreign cities of somebody else's  brother 
but ignore the war at home 
brains slide into sidewalk art- 
the Sistine Chapel, Mount Rushmore, the Taj Mahal 
dead dogs lie in the streets. 
They behead in the name of religion 
and give head in the name of prosperity. 
There is nothing worse than a whore who 
philosophizes with a full mouth 
or people that put their pets in sweaters. 
  
Rimbaud sells star maps on Hollywood Boulevard 
he digs dirt from under his nails you can't see his eyes 
under those dark sunglasses. He is hard to trust. 
Jesus is on the corner hustling junk t.v.s 
smoking a cigarette under the freeway sign 
his large blue hands pick sparrows from the sky. 
Our fathers taught us to shoot for the heart 
our mothers taught us not to shoot at all. 
Today I saw a Buddhist buying a rifle at Wal Mart 
and a murderer behind bars studying Eastern Religion. 
  
Human beings are the dirtiest of creatures. 
The only way to survive is- 
to jump in the mud with them. 
 
 By Jason Hardung 

I can see you… 

 

She is beautiful, smart, and her Aura glows like a nimbus cloud all around her. 

This is what everybody sees. I look deeper though. I see the pain suppressed and 

the frustrations that chafe at her very soul. Don't try to press her though. Reflex 

sends her to her usual role. How everything's good, as right as can be. She some-

times forgets she's talking to me. So I smile back, give her my love and opinion. 

Tell her that's good and I'm glad that pain has no dominion over her. She falters at 

the word. A chink in her armor. A subtle tremor. A ripple of Karma. I take her 

hand to show there's no need to fear. If she needs me or wants me I will always 

be near. So we chat and dance around. Talking of nothing that's really profound. 

The job is this and her man is that. I can see just where she's at. Her need for 

reassurance is clear to me. I tell her it's Ok. What will be, it will be. I have my 

own screen though. My own little shield. To protect myself from the power she 

wields. She doesn't understand yet .She still has to learn . Play with fire and the 

fire will burn, away your dreams, your hopes and visions, all depend upon the 

paths and decisions you choose now. So we smile at eachother. Share a pas-

sionless kiss. So sad to me. It's come down to this. It doesn't matter what you say 

or do. You need to remember. I can see you. 

 By: Christopher Byrd 


